The Bear And The Unicorn: Book Five
Supernatural Enforcers Agency
Ebooks Gratuit

Fired from his job at the Supernatural Enforcers Agency due to his short fuse, Zane Matthews starts
his own detective agency. Mostly itâ€™s cheating spouses, with a little bit of underwear theft, and
Zane spends his days trying to learn how to control his anger and get back into the SEA. But that
changes when the beautiful and kind Sky Danvers walks into his office. She thinks sheâ€™s being
stalked, and his howling bear will do anything to protect her. Even if it involves attending yoga
classes and eating tofu.But rare species are going missing across the country, and Sky is the rarest
of them all. Can he save her, learn how to control his temper and prove heâ€™s the man she
needs?Caution! This does contain swearing (thereâ€™s a lot of use of the f word!), as well as
scenes of a sexual nature with m/f interaction intended for mature readers.
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Bear PI meets Unicorn in his office. Mate was his first thought. She was there to get help to protect
her from someone following her. Was it her ex boyfriend, coworker, or someone else. The more
they worked together the closer they became. Several people were not happy about it and Zane
was kidnapped. This definitely put a new spin on life. Even Juliet his ex boss was investigating the

same case but for different reasons. Wonderful story that comes together perfectly at the end for the
bear and Unicorn but leaves Juliet open for her own story.Well done!

I definitely enjoyed it. It jumped around a bit between story lines but I liked each of the story lines so
it was ok. I like that the author writes about different animals instead of just relying on the typical
wolves. This is my favorite series so I'm always looking forward to the next one.

Enjoyable yarn. The characters don't really change from story to story, but if you liked the previous
ones you'll probably like this one. Some mixed up adjectives kept jerking me out of the narrative:
horned animals gore their victims in an attack, not maul; bears do not howl; equine animals do not
mewl.

Omg, Zane is the worst. And by worst I mean insanely sexy and hilarious as he tries to get his
aggression under control. So funny.Also, they introduce a side character saber tooth tiger that I
can't WAIT to read about. His mate is in for a wild ride.

This book is a great shifter romance with all different kind of interesting shifters to boot? It fast
paced, funny, the romance is hot but not over the top, and a good read for those who love
paranormal romance? Highly recommended and can't wait to read the next one.

This series keeps getting better and better! E. A. Price is one talented author! I loved this story! I
recommend this book to everyone you will not be disappointed! Thank you E.A. Price for writing this
awesome book!

I waited so long for Zane and EA didn't let me down this story was funny it had action and a twist.
Sky was great and a unicorn how cool is that the whole story is filled with new shifter I can't wait to
read Juliet story

I will update this when I am done reading it ... Ms. Elizabeth is AWESOME!! She is so funny, Her
books will HAVE YOU IN STITCHES!! Your cheeks and sides will hurt from laughing so hard!! I
hope she continues !! But who are Booker and Ursa? Which one is the Saber Tooth(ed) ... wink
wink ... shifter? PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE HAVE A BOOK/STORY ABOUT Georgie and
Bernard!!! I hope the Jaguar and his little human, who is clinging... has their own book!! WOW THIS

book had EVERYTHING!! YOU GOTTA READ THIS SERIES FOLKS!! In the table of contents, it is
missing two chapters ,,, 36 and 37 ... which I read in my Kindle Cloud Reader.
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